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POWDER SPRINGS //
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN UPDATE

Planning Workshop #3 
April 18, 2017
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AGENDA

• Process & Schedule
• Survey Results
• Transportation System
• City Comparison
• Node Development
• Goal Creation Activity
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WHERE ARE WE IN THE PROCESS?
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SCHEDULE

• Planning Workshop #4
May 16, 2017 // 6:30pm // Ford Center
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SURVEY RESULTS
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CITY COMPARISON
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RESALE HOUSING MARKET TRENDS IN POWDER SPRINGS
• Two private industry sources 

(Zillow and Trulia) provide data on 
housing market performance, 
including new construction AND 
resale housing 

• According to Zillow, the median 
home value in Powder Springs was 
$145,300 in of Feb of 2017. Powder 
Springs home values have risen 
8.1% over the past year and Zillow 
predicts they will rise 4.3% within 
the next year.

• Median home values have increased 
68% since the market bottomed in 
May of 2012

• The median list price per square 
foot is $93, which is lower than the 
Atlanta Metro average of $104. 

• The median price of homes 
currently listed for sale in Powder 
Springs was $179,900 (as of 
January 2017).

• Despite rising home values since 2012, the median 
value of for-sale housing in Powder Springs has still 
not fully recovered from recession

• The estimated Feb 2017 median home value in the City 
is 2.3% lower than was recorded during the same 
month ($149,000) a decade ago

• Home values in Powder Springs (all for-sale housing) 
are roughly 25% lower than Metro Atlanta as a whole

*Source: Zillow
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RESALE HOUSING MARKET TRENDS IN POWDER SPRINGS

*Source: Trulia
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HOUSING AFFORDABILITY
• Approximately 17% of City households 

are renters - and the majority of those 
households rent single family detached 
homes

• According to the US Census, 2014 
American Community Survey, the 
median gross rent of all rental housing 
in Powder Springs was $1,162 at that 
time 

• The median monthly rent in Powder 
Springs was substantially higher than a 
sample of 6 other nearby cities and 32% 
higher than average apartment rents in 
the Kennesaw Submarket at the time 

• Despite the fact that there are few 
existing  apartments in Powder Springs, 
the market for rental housing appears to 
be strong, as evidenced by 
comparatively high median rents

Comparative Costs of Owner and 

Renter Occupied Housing

Acworth Austell Dallas Douglasville Marietta Powder 

Springs 

Smyrna

Median Gross Rent $939 $855 $833 $925 $888 $1,162 $936

Monthly Owner Cost[1] $1,394 $1,353 $1,177 $1,499 $1,547 $1,348 $1,702
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Comparison of Median Monthly Gross Rent and Selected 
Ownership Costs: Powder Springs and Selected Cities 

Median Gross Rent Monthly Owner Cost[1]

[1] Selected monthly home ownership costs for households with mortgages.
Source: US Census ACS 2014, Bleakly Advisory Group, Inc.
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RENTAL MARKET CONDITIONS
• More recent trend data on the number 

and median asking rent for single 
family detached housing is available 
from Trulia 

• The median monthly rent for rental 
housing in Powder Springs between 
the period of Feb 9 to Mar 9 (12 month 
rolling average) was $1,277

• The supply of rental homes monitored 
by Trulia has also recently increased 
to 120 after falling from October 
through January

*Source: Trulia
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REGIONAL ECONOMIC TRENDS

The housing market has absorbed 
recession level vacancy and is 
recovering to satisfy pent-up 
demand due to increasing job 
growth and resulting in-migration.

• After two years of lagging other 
major metropolitan areas, the 
economy of the 28-county Atlanta 
CBSA (Core Based Statistical Area) 
began to strengthen in 2012 

• The rate of job growth in the 
Atlanta region has consistently out-
performed the national average 
over the past 4 years

• The strongest industry sectors in 
terms of Atlanta regional job 
growth over the past year were 
construction (+4.5%), professional 
and business services (3.9%), leisure 
& hospitality (3.7%) and financial 
services (3.6%)

Year over Year Job Change
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LOCAL ECONOMY
• Of the estimated 3,550 

workers who are employed 
within the City limits in 2014:
• Local companies tended to 

employ younger workers -
(22.4% of jobs held by persons 
under age 30) 

• Jobs tended to be lower 
paying - (31.4% pay 
$1,250/month or less)  

• Jobs require less education -
(32.6% of workers have a high 
school education or less)

• 59% of all jobs located in 
Powder Springs are in 4 
industry sectors: Education 
(16.9%), Retail trade (16.8%), 
Health care (13.2%) and 
Accommodations & food 
services (11.7%) of total

Source: U.S. Census

• The largest concentration of all (mostly service and 
government) jobs located in Powder Springs occurs 
within/near downtown 

Locations of Existing Employment – Powder Springs
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Downtown Powder 
Springs 2002
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Downtown Powder 
Springs 2016
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Downtown 
Woodstock
2002

Downtown 
Woodstock
2002
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Downtown 
Woodstock
2016
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FORECAST IMPLICATIONS FOR POWDER SPRINGS
• Population and households

• Powder Springs has finally absorbed the overhang of excess housing constructed before 
the Great Recession. 

• Since 2010 the City’s population has  increased by nearly 1,300, adding 540 new households -
with very little accompanying new housing construction

• A majority of the housing vacancy created during the recession has since been absorbed by 
renters rather than new home buyers

• The City’s current population is estimated at roughly 15,200 – City population forecasts 
prepared in 2005 (pre recession) anticipated that the City’s population would exceed 
19,300 by this time

• Latest ARC forecasts, which reflect the region’s ongoing economic recovery, and forecast 
the addition of 2.5 million people to the region over the next 25 years, do NOT anticipate 
than SW Cobb County will return to pre-recession growth rates 

• The area growth forecast of 21,270 additional residents and 8,800 new households by 2040 
reflects a modest annual growth rate of roughly 1% 

• As Cobb County becomes more urban, the ARC instead forecasts faster growth rates along 
Interstate highway corridors and in locations where multi-family housing is accommodated
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POPULATION FORECASTS
• The ARC does NOT prepare growth forecasts at the City level.  City forecasts must 

be based on projected capture rates of allocated growth to Southwest Cobb 
County  

• Based on ARC forecasts for SW Cobb County, it is difficult to envision a scenario 
whereby Powder Springs greatly increases its historical capture rate of area growth 
based on a continuation of current/historic development patterns

• The City’s capture rate of area growth could marginally increase if housing cost 
differentials continue to widen compared to unincorporated West Cobb.  However, 
sustaining a significant increase in the City’s capture rate of area growth over a long 
period will be difficult, given its limited land resources. 

• Sustaining the City’s current share of the area’s population into 2040 would require 
housing for more than 1,600 new households – roughly 4 times the supply of 
currently available building lots 

• City growth rates could increase, particularly after 2030, if the City accommodates 
some multi-family housing for seniors and younger households – assuming those 
products are not developed elsewhere in SW Cobb County

• Considering these factors, the ARC’s forecast suggests that Powder Springs’ 
population and household growth rates should average roughly 1.0% to 1.1% 
annually to 2040
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FORECAST IMPLICATIONS FOR POWDER SPRINGS
• This forecast represents a substantial reduction from the 2005 

Comprehensive plan, which estimated that the City’s population 
would exceed 19,000 by 2015 and reach 23,800 by 2025

• Long range population and housing forecasts are easily variable
within a range of +/- 10%

• Household formations are similarly projected to fall within the 65 -
85 per year range after 2020 – reaching 7,075 households by 2040 

• Average household sizes should trend slightly downward from 2.86 
currently to 2.74 by 2040, as an increasing share of homeowners 
age in place and families with children decline as a percentage of 
the City’s total population

• By the end of the forecast the City’s population living in 
households is estimated to approach 19,400, with a small 
population (250) living in group quarters

US Census ACS 2014, Claritas, and Bleakly Advisory Group, Inc.
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HOUSING DEMAND FORECAST 
• ARC growth forecasts indicate overall demand for new housing in SW Cobb County will

average roughly 650-660 units per year through 2040
• For Sale Housing
• Based on historical growth rates and forecast projections for population and households, roughly 20%

of demand for owner occupied units (60-70+ units per year) could be captured in the City of Powder
Springs – assuming no supply constraints

• For-sale demand is likely to be primarily for single family homes initially, transitioning to more 
townhomes and possibly condos over time  

• Rental Housing
• Demand for rental housing is likely to be deeper – a 25% capture rate is feasible due to a scarcity of 

quality competitive/zoned development sites for apartments, sufficient to support 1 new multi-family 
development in the 250 unit range, every 4 to 5 years 

• Capture rates can be increased if supported by new amenities and downtown redevelopment, or 
substantially reduced if multi-family construction is discouraged by the City

• Absent of new construction targeted to renter households, 15% to 20% of the City’s existing housing is 
likely to remain renter-occupied for the foreseeable future. Price appreciation of existing SF homes 
could also spur the transition of investor-owned units back to owner occupancy 
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INDUSTRIAL, OFFICE AND COMMERCIAL DEMAND FORECASTS
• The ARC forecasts that SW Cobb County will add just under 8,000 jobs

through 2040 - roughly 4,700 will be in industries which tend to occupy
office, industrial or commercial space

• Roughly 284,000 SF could locate within the City of Powder Springs 
based on historical capture rates of regional demand

• The allocation of this demand includes:
•Roughly 53,000 SF of office space, primarily locating within or near Downtown  
•147,400 SF of manufacturing, warehousing or distribution space, which would be 
suited to outlying locations and larger flex buildings
•83,000 SF of commercial/retail space including restaurants, free standing 
commercial buildings and small shopping centers.  A significant portion of this space 
would not necessarily be occupied by businesses engaged in retail trade  

• Accommodating these demand forecasts within Powder Springs
assumes that there will be no supply constraints. The available supply of
future development sites and buildings is assumed to be adequate and
suitable to meet the needs of these users
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25 YEAR FORECASTS
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NODE DEVELOPMENT
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GRTA PARK & RIDE

N
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C.H. JAMES PKWY @ LEWIS RD

N
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C.H. JAMES PKWY @ ELLIOTT RD

N
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POWDER SPRINGS RD @ 
HOPKINS RDN
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C.H. JAMES PKWY 
@ FLINT RD

N
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C.H. JAMES PKWY 
@ HILL RD
N
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NEW MACLAND RD @ MACEDONIA RD
N
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GOAL CREATION ACTIVITY
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GOAL CREATION

• Every plan needs a set of 
goals: action statements that 
guide decision making for 
the coming decades.

• Each goal has a set of 
projects and policies to be 
implemented before the 
next plan update.
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ACTIVITY

• The Project Team developed a list of potential goals for the 
plan. 

• The Core Team helped narrow that list down to 10 goals.

Directions:
1. Form groups at each table.
2. Read each goal on the list, and pick your top 5 to be 

planning goals.
3. Share your ideas with us. Have an idea for additional goals 

not listed? Let us know!
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TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
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POTENTIAL PROJECTS

• The community input survey generated many suggestions 
for transportation improvements

• We need help determining high-priority items

Directions
1. Please refer to the packet at your table with potential 

transportation projects. Projects already included in a 
previous plan or repeated multiple times are noted.

2. Choose your top 5 projects.
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